AFFORDABLE, INTUITIVE PROCESSING AND
DOCUMENT REVIEW FOR CORPORATE LEGAL TEAMS
Digital Discovery Pro® is an intuitive cloud-native data processing and document review application
that empowers corporate legal teams to reduce ediscovery expenses, risk, and timelines while
generating faster, better outcomes for the business.
Processing and Culling

Early Case Assessment

Dramatically reduce ediscovery expenses and
timelines by processing and culling data in house
before outsourcing to service providers for review.

Empower your team to conduct ECAs in house to
reduce ediscovery expenses and uncover insights
that result in faster, better decisions.

Document Review and Production

Internal Investigations

Conduct quick, defensible, and cost-effective
document review for small litigation matters,
regulatory investigations, subpoenas, and other
third-party data requests.

Equip your team with the tools needed to conduct
quick, defensible internal investigations while
also reducing costs and maintaining control over
sensitive matters.

Discovery Repository
Maintain control over your ediscovery data in a secure, accessible repository that reduces overall ediscovery costs
and reduces litigation timelines.

“Digital Discovery Pro empowers our legal and compliance teams
to do more review in-house, which has cut costs dramatically.”
– Director of Ediscovery, Fortune 500 financial services firm
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DIGITAL DISCOVERY PRO®

SUBSTANTIALLY REDUCE EDISCOVERY
COSTS AND TIMELINES.
Convenient data ingestion options
“It used to take us one or two weeks
to review all of our documents and tag
them as responsive or nonresponsive
for each new matter. Now it takes
us an average of one to two days.”
– Corporate Counsel, Fortune 500 Energy
Company

• Ingest data directly from the Legal Hold Pro® collections module.
• Drag and drop to upload files via a secure web browser.
• Transfer terabytes of data via Amazon Snowball, a secure hardware
appliance for moving data into the AWS cloud.

Rapid data processing and indexing
• Process 50+ files types from the popular corporate data sources.
• Index hash values, metadata, and ingestion details for searchability.
• Automatically deNIST and deduplicate files.

REQUEST A
CUSTOM ROI
ANALYSIS

Powerful culling and search capabilities
• Get insights into data volumes and file types for review.
• Cull data by date, document type, custodian, domain, and more.
• Use targeted keyword searches to find documents of interest.

Intuitive document review features
• Simplify document review with an intuitive interface that can be
learned in minutes.
• See relevant keywords highlighted within documents.
• Toggle to the email threading view to see email conversations.
• Use the “more like this” feature to find related documents.
• Quickly tag documents as responsive, privileged, and more.
• Redact PPI and privileged conversations in seconds.

Flexible productions and exports
• Export in native, TIFF, PDF, and mixed-mode formats.
• Apply Bates stamps and custom endorsements to exports.
• Manage data in a secure online repository, which can be shared with
authorized third-parties.

Best-in-class architecture, security, and scalability
• Leverage cloud-native architecture to get up and running in hours.
• Rest assured with our industry-leading security practices and SOC 2®
Type 2 certification.
• Enjoy predictable pricing with no maintenance contracts or fees.
• Receive free training and support for the lifetime of your account.
ABOUT ZAPPROVED®
Zapproved LLC is the leading ediscovery software provider for managing corporate litigation readiness. Our suite of intuitive and
scalable solutions empowers teams to seamlessly and defensibly initiate legal holds and collect, process, and review data with ease.
We are also SOC 2® Type 2 certified, the industry’s highest rating for data security. With 99% customer retention, we continue to
cultivate ridiculously happy customer experiences year after year.
info@zapproved.com | (888) 806-6750 | zapproved.com
This content is for educational purposes only and should not be construed as technical or legal advice.
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